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jesidentSaysTuition
fo«'t Rise Next Year
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"Here a, Bates."

he

a<ld(,(|

KW "is statement have| great faith in the independent
small college. However, the private
.,. ,o numerous
college can perform the greatest
^nation, prompted serv.ee on y if i, remains Qpen
J*»**,ai
<inents of students of limited financial means
Urf*'''_'.'■... other college*.
It is our goal to keep Rates open to
I
,j ail American col- surli students.
b'lfnr Phillips, "recent
"One step i„ this direction."' he
cont.nued, "is illustrated by our
^^ ,- ^ Bates scholarship program, through which
Rates students were granted over
$25,000 last year. We are deeply
grateful for the aid of many friends
'
J ,he>e cost increases. of the college whose gifts made it
T"^^ w"h other colleges. possible for us to extend this scholK b«n forced to ra.se Its arship aid.
If Prices Rise,
'.'•','. l"41 th< ": ' ,n has in" Tuition Has To
"
.:.
, :.. $500
"A farther step in this same diL Bid it not been ior a rigid
^operaung-,. together rection, is the decision to do everything possible to avoid a further ini^k-n »ould hav, increased crease in the tuition rate. Of course,
in the long run, this decision is out|„afflorerap.:side of our control since, if prices
continue to rise, the Rates trustees
,» To Keep
will have no alternative but to esXbl Cost Low
1^1!^ pointed out that the tablish a higher tuition rate. Rut it
LBMiBUin the present tui- is our earnest hope," he concluded,
■ aI(i,,r another year is prornpt- "that no further increase will be
■L:?,i;v by the collegers desire necessary."
-,,

■■-■■-■ <*

tU *■»college cndow:

flay Director Announces
wised 'Antigone' Cast
Robinson Appel. and the make-up committee
been an- by Larch Foxon.
Schaeffer,
"Antigone" is the F'laycrs* contripresented bution to International Theatre
Month, a month in which profesThome> and Robert sional producers and college groups
■ till be -tarred a- Antigone are presenting plays dedicated to the
■arespectively. Nancy KQ- dignity of the -individual as opposed
N'urse; Muriel to regimentation.

Imeed cast ior the
"Antigone" has
|JJ Miss Lavinia
roi the play to be
kind 4.

avid. Ismene; Rnssell Young.
:: Herbert Bergdahl. First
Peter Whitaker, Second
Alan Kennedy.
Third
Earle Onque. Mrs-enger;
k Hardy. Enrydke. Carleton
it:!lbe the Chorus.
pie Onque :• assistant director
kpliy. Lighting will be handled
Stevens, the costume
will be headed by Jane

to Feb. 15

' '" P- m.

William Ellis, Harvard '46, inter-,—
nationally prominent student leader.
will speak at the second Christian
Association fireside meeting next
Tuesday evening in Chase Hall.
An "elder statesman" of the
American Student Christian Association Movement and former vice
^resident of the International Union
of Students. Ellis was in Europe
>r two and a half years following
his graduation from Harvard. His
fireside top:C will be "Christianity
QUIMBY GETS wrr
OFF A
HIOH nwp A ■
A nit.H ONE during tense moment in
and Communism."
recent Tufts tilt.
He will stay, on campus most of
Wednesday in order to meet with
the National Student Association
Committee, the International Relations Club, and the CA Public Relations Commission.

University Of Maine Here Tonight;
Bates And Uconns In Armory Friday
By Joel Price
Ed Petro's Bobcat cohorts have with their height and slow, delibertwo difficult opponents listed on the ate brand of ball, rates them as
week's schedule. Tonight Rome heavy favorites over the Cats. The
Rankin's Maine quintet, currently Petromen have tried unsuccessfully
head;ng the State Series with a 6-1 to nip the Black Bears at their own
rating, invades the Alumni Gym style and are hopeful of snapping
while Friday evening in the Armory the Maine jinx in their third outing
Hugh Greer will bring up his Con- tonight.
necticut club, one of the top ten in
Connecticut comes to town with
New England to oppose the Bob- an 11-8 record. Six of these losses
cats.
have come to such top-flight clubs
as Manhattan, Pittsburgh, MuhlenMaine Has Two Over Bates
Maine has whipped the Cats twice hurg. Rhode Island State, Brown
this season, 51-38, and 52-35. The and Springfield. On the win side
Black Bears use a line-up composed I'conn has scored impressive triof Vic Woodbrey. Maine's most po- umphs over the same Brown and
tent scoring threat with his arching Springfield outfits, Vermont, Dartone- hand shot, and Burt Goddard mouth, Tufts, Buffalo, and Maine.

Friday Chapel

F ' supper meeting, Wo- day were completed at last Wednes'Won, 5:15 p. m.
day evening's meeting. Music over
P** Jr., George Colby the loudspeaker and lights will be
•LectureSerits. Chapel, 8:15
provided for skating from 7:30 to
10:30 p. m. Chase Hall will be open
'•Feb. 17
for dancing at 8:30 p. m.
' *k«b»II, University of
Walter Stover, William Wyman,
J"*1". lewiston Armory,
and James Leamon will entertain at
* Iwketball,
U-wiston Chase at 10:30 p. m.
•piston Armory, 6:30 p.m.
Refreshments will be sold beginrot'°nal Fellowship, Room
ning at 10:30 p. m.
*
Forum

77

World Student Leader
Talks On Communism

at the forward slots. Charlie Goddard at center, and Al Hopkins and
Lowell Osgood at the guard posts.
The Black Bears effectively employ
set plays, primarily outside and inTickets for the show are expected
side screens with Osgood serving
to go on sale at the Rook Store
as playmakcr, and this combined
about two weeks before opening
night.
For the story behind the story of
"Antigone" see page two of this
"Malaguena" by Lecuona began
STUDENT.
Friday's chapel with a Spanish

ktdtabaO, University of
'- Alumni Gym, 8:15 p. m.
Plans for. the Student Govern"» basketball,
Fryeburg
■y. Alumni Gym. 6:30 p. m. ment-sponsored all-college ice skate
• Feb. 16
and Chase Hall sock dance Satur-

Miss Beverly Brown, soprano soloist at the Elm Street Universalist
Church, included "Ave Maria" by
Gounod and "The Lord's Prayer"
by Malotte.
The concluding numbers were the
first movement of "The piano Concerto in A minor" by Grieg, played by Miss Eastman, and "Angue
Dei" by Bizet, sung by Miss Brown.
Mrs. Robert Berkelman accompanied the vocal solos.

FT A Discusses
Progressive
Education Plan

nl.

W Schedule

Expect '49 Mirror
Before Vacation

Bates-On-The-Air

WQ

u Agenda

IS-***-

tion was June, 1949.

Saw Need for NSA
#\s vice president of the Nationa
Intercollegiate Christian Council,
Ellis travelled to the World Student
Congress held at Prague. Czechoslovakia, in August 1946, where he
assumed the vice presidency of IUS,
the only secular world organization
of students.

While in Pargue he was one of a
group of American delegates to see
the need for an all-inclusive student
organ;zation in the United States.
Others of the group returned home
to found the NSA the following
summer at Madison, Wis.
After nearly two years as IUS
vice president, Ellis resigned this
post during the Czechoslovakian
Revolution of March 1948, when the
organization became Communistdominated. "I'm no ardent antiConn Line-up Dangerous
Connecticut will feature a line-up Communist," he told the STUthat has good scoring punch, back- DENT Saturday, "hut I am not a
board strength and depth. At one Communist sympathizer, either."
forward will be Hank Bartnicki, a SCM "Elder Statesman"
veteran with a fine hook shot, while
As a Harvard-undergraduate. El(Continued on page three)
lis was prominent in the New Eng-

Lincolnian Gives
Lincoln Tribute

flavor.
Miss Rachael Eastman '49, organMr. Sampson spoke in chapel
ist at the Sixth Street CongregaMonday in commemoration of Lintional Church, played "Romance"
by Sibelius as her second number. coln's birthday. It was Mr. SampThe second group of selections by- son's first appearance as speaker in

Lodge-like decorations will enliven Chase Hall. Mixed skates will
At the monthly FTA meeting
I Feb. is
be followed by novelty dances, and yesterday evening, a group of Bates
. ' **skate, sponsored by square dancing.
practice teachers testified that m
kft"^4 30-10 p.m.
Melissa Meigs, Elsa Buschner, their experience progressive educaand Joan Holmes are working with tion really worked. "I'm sold on it
President Rae Walcott in complet- after five months of teaching, one
student teacher concluded enthusi**ft Chase Hall 7 ing plans for the affair.
In case of inclement weather, the astically.
h P,b. 22
The discussion centered around
skating will be cancelled and the
the experiences of seven students
sock
dance
will
be
held
as
schedJH Bowdoin, Alumwho taught under the guidance of
uled.
Mr Bortner and individual critic
ke a
li!; AIl
f, "''^"Und Jun- Tentative plans have also been teachers last semester. Such diver^'
"nni Gym, 6:30 made for coed dining to be followed
sified classes as history, science,
by a coed coffee at the Women s French, and physical education, as
Union March "5.
well as elementary education and
guidance, were represented. Among
fhe speakers were Catherine Evans,
David Leach. Charles MacArthur,
Ftb iBetty Daniels, Alexander Somer1 aul" by students.
ville. and Robert Dunn.
F
* 20-R
The annual group picture was
<a>' Driscoll,
s
Peak' on recent meettaken during the meeting.
r""led oi X
ational AssociaThe long delayed 1949 Mirro,: will
probably be distributed on campus
Speaker,
well before Easter recess, Uean
-The Silver Coronet," a drama by
Rowe announced Friday.
Wilfrid H. Pettitt based on the ife
A letter from David TiHson 49. nf Mary Queen of Scotts is the
editor of the belated yearbook, re- Radfo Workshop presentation this
vealed last week that page proo»
had been read and returned to W The program, directed by Susan
* 4. *!*"**
« 7
Stobbs Press in Worcester.
Won
,
will be broadcast over
fiV
>en , Union)
Wendell Wray, president of the S Tomorrow afternoon at
^UMion - Friday elecPublishing Association, said that tne 1*£ The announcer will be Larch
Mirror was to have been d.str.buted
nd the cast will be made
in January. Tillson's original predic ^"nti-f the radio class.
•»nd Table. 8 p.

By Subscription

By Lissa Meigs

The play was written by Jean
Anouilh in Occupied France, and
was adapted from the French by
Lewis Galantiere.

Stu-G Sponsors
Coed Ice Skate
And Sock Dance

Calendar
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O'Neill Talks In Chapel On
Soap Operas; Shakespeare

v revival of inflation, to keep the costs of a college educaIK " % at Bates College te, in the private college at a, ]ow
a rate as possible.
1
t xt
ear

■

FFRRT1AKV J5

chapel this year, after directing the
programs last year.
Mr. Sampson asserted that he
had been a student of Lincolnia
since his boyhood and that over
the years he hafl been most strongly impressed by Lincoln's kindness,
his simplicity, his generosity, and
his firm determination to do what
he felt must be done. Mr. Lincoln
he said was not concerned with so
called popularity. He let popularity
take care of itself but would not
sacrifice principles. As an example
he cited the Emancipation Proclamation which was so severely criticized in both Northern and Southern public opinion. Mr. Sampson
particularly stressed Mr. Lincoln's
kindness such as the consoling letter to Mrs. Bixby on the loss of
her sons. Lincoln, the speaker declared, was a man who though gifted with the common touch was also
a person for whom one would feel
respect in his presence.

WILLIAM ELLIS

Sport Night Smoker
Set For March 20th
The Stu-C's Sport Night smoker
will be March 20.
The evening will see ping-pong,
pool and bowling playoffs, and there
will be refreshments for all.
Council President William Perham also announced at last Wednesday's meeting that Stu-G president Rae Walcott and he were
working on plans for a liaison committee to harmonize the work of the
two governments, in lieu of the fact
that amalgamation was voted down.
A small sum was appropriated to
help finance the trip of two Bates
delegates to the National Student
Association conference, at Smith
College. The delegates plan to attend
several discussions and lectures on
student problems.

"Shakespeare and Soap Operas" will come to the Bates Chapel on
Thursday evening, February 16. Eugene O'Neill, Jr., eldest son of
the famous playwright, is the second George Colby Chase Lecturer.
O'Neill graduated from Yale with"
high honors and undertook postgraduate work at the University of
Eeilburg in Germany. There he witnessed at first hand the end of the
Weimar Republic and the beginning
of the Third Reich under Adolf
Hitler.
Returning to study and teach at
Vale. O'Neill became assistant prolessor of Greek in 1942.
During the war O'Neill worked in
essential industries doing factory
work. This experience, along with
several summers as a ranch-hand in
Montana, carry out his conviction
that the really happy life for a man
demands that he have both the
"know-how" and the exercise of
physical as well as mental work.
Since the autumn of 1944, O'Neill
has been primarily engaged in radio
work, as an announcer and chairman of the educational program
EUGENE O'NEILL, JR.
"Invitation to Learning".
As a professional scholar, O'Neill and Latin literature and book rehas written many articles on Greek views for the New York Times.

Opinion Poll Shows Frosh
Split On Housing Policy

By John Rippey
man stated that he felt both the yes
Freshmen are almost evenly split and no opinions were due to the parover the issue of continuing segre- ticular system the individual had
gation of incoming classes. As a lived under in his first year here.
whole, however, the men of the enThose who voted in favor, he contire campus appear to be against tinued, seemed to base their convicthe revived policy.
tion on the argument that segregaWilliam Dill of the Stu-C voiced tion promotes class unity and gives
those conclusions before the Coun- a chance for classmates to become
cil last Wednesday after revealing acquainted with each other; also
figures on the recent opinion poll. that it made the transition to colHe reported that about half of the lege life easier.
men responded to the questionnaire. Claim "Mixing"
Of the freshmen responding, 47% Is Constructive
voted in favor of continuing the
The negative voters argued that
present segregation policy, 45% vot- the present system gave freshmen
ed against and 8% were undecided. little chance to get together with
Men As A Whole
upperclassmen for advice and conDisapprove Policy
structive help. Some upperclassmen
land /student Christian Movement.
On the other hand. 91% of re- who favored mixing freshmen with
He served as co-chairman of the
snonding upperclassmen cast nega- other classes felt that the new men
1946 O-At-Ka spring conference, a
tive opinions and only 6% were in should room together, however.
position
occupied
by
William
favor. Dill explained that this overPersonally, Dill thinks that when
Stringfellow two years later.
whelming negative upperclass opin- freshmen are mixed next year, they
Since his return to this country
ion, coupled with a virtually dead- "will not be for" segregation. He
last spring. Ellis has been speaking
locked freshman vote, forced the believes that freshmen tend to favor
before student groups and writing,
conclusion that the men as a whole the present set-up because they
articles for Student World and InWomen will elect class representercollegian magazines. He served tatives to the Student Government disapproved of the administration haven't lived any other way. He
policy.
added that the upperclassmen may
as a leader at the 1949 O-At-Ka con- Board Nominating Committee FriThe deliberate-speaking council- have voted no for the same reason.
ference. Between speaking engage- day morning after chapel. Women
ment he is writing a novel.
will indicate on the ballots three
His visit to Bates is being ar- choices, in preferential order, for
ranged by Barbara Wallace and a their class representative to the
committee from the CA Personal committee.
Relations Commission, the group
The
Nominating
Committee,
Members of the varsity and fresh- part in a practice tourney handled
which handled Dr. Peter Bertocci's headed by President Rae Walcott,
visit in November.
will draw up the slate of candidates man teams will participate in three by George Hutchinson. AccompaThe fireside program will begin at for Stu-G offices and select the events this week.
nied iby the St. Dominies team, the
Tomorrow night, Max Bell and freshmen will debate with Maine
7 p.m. in Chase Hall.
proctors.
At Saturday house meetings each William Dill will oppose David high school students.
woman will indicate on the proctor Moore and Chester Leone on the
Freshmen making the trip are
evaluation sheet, her choices for topic of nationalization of all basic Donald Peck, Molly Cutts, Ellen
industries.
This Wein, Marie Gerrish, Eugene Gilnext year's proctors to be selected non-agricultural
Mr. Norton has appointed Avon from the present sophomore class. practice debate will be held in the martin, Richard Breault, Seymour
Cheel as chairman of the annual The nominating committee uses Legion home in Auburn for the Uni- Coopersmith, Russell Young, RobPop Concert.
these recommendations in proctor- versity of Maine Local Aluqini Club. ert Rubinstein, Alan Hakes, WarAvon is a Wakefield, Massachu- selection.
Saturday, four varsity debaters ren Carroll. Howard Epstein, Donsetts girl, and has been active in
Also at this time, each woman will join a Colby team at Water- ald Giddings, Murray Bolduc, BevBates music societies for the past will suggest candidates for the of- ville for an informal state discus- erly Bragdon, and Robert Lohfeld.
three years.
sion meeting. Arthur Knoll, John
ficers of next year's Stu-G Board.
Prof. Quimby has announced that
The concert and formal dance
Babigian, Lyla Nichols, and Donald high school members of the Bates
will be held in the Alumni Gym
Peck will take part in the four dif- Interscholastic
Debating League
March 24 from 8 p.m. until 12
ferent discussion groups. Babigian will hold preliminary rounds at the
is chairman of the group that will schools iby March 24. The 36 Maine
o'clock.
Except for Bates students, attendair the pros and cons of allowing schools and 12 New Hampshire
ance is by invitation.
Communists to be teachers in Amer- schools are divided into two diviMargaret Moulton and Arthur
ican schools.
sions. Cynthia Black is handling the
Darken will be the two official votAlso on Saturday, 16 freshmen details of the debates under Prof.
ing delegates from Bates to the New
will travel to South Portland to take Quimby's direction.
England Student Christian Movement
legislative
(assembly
March
a point was expressed by the
24-26.
stamping of the feet. I got sevThe Christian Associatibn Cabieral stamps from the Tory side
net has also approved the following
of the house — one from the
nominations for the NESCM: Marliberals — none from the left."
garet Moulton, co-chairman of the
Radcliffe feels that he and
general committee; Arthur Darken,
The Outing Club board of direcNewton held their own against
co-chairman of the program comthe British debaters. The topic
tors went to Farmington, Maine,
mittee; Jean McLeod, member of
last Tuesday night for a joint meetof the debate, held by the Aberthe program committee; Barbara
ing with the Outing Club at the
deen University Debating So
Spring and George Corey, members
State Teachers' College. Mr. Fairciety, was a familiar one to
of the O-At-Ka planning committee.
Bates debating fans of recent
Jean Moulton presented a vocal field, club advisor, gave a lecture
Glenn Kumekawa and Roocrt
weeks: Democratic Socialism is
recital in the chapel last Sunday af- accompanied by slides on the ApFoster presented these suggestions
the most effective barrier
ternoon in the series of concerts un- palachian Mountain Range. The
to the nominating committee of the
against Communism. Newton
Bates club is planning to invite
der the direction of Mr. Norton.
NESCM at the general committee
upheld the proposition, while
Farmington to Lewiston for a reThree songs, "To You", "La- turn meeting.
meeting in Boston last weekend.
Radcliffe opposed it. An audiA committee was appointed by ment", and "Heart's Desire", writence vote showed 43 opposed
The Outing Club equipment
the cabinet to prepare resolutions ten by Mr. Norton were given their room has been moved from the
the proposition and 26 favored
for Margaret and Arthur to present first public performance by Jaan.
it.
basement of the Alumni Gym to the
at the legislative assembly in March.
Other pieces sung by Jean were basement of Parker. The room is
The
following paragraph
Mem/hers of the committee are Dar- "One Who Has Yearned Alone", accessible only from the back door
from Radcliffe'a letter indicates
ken, chairman, Margaret, Kume- "The ErI-King", "The Lass with of East Parker at the ground level.
their frusy schedule:
kawa, Foster, Frances Curry, Bar- the Delicate Air", "Thy Hand, Be- The change will make the equip"Now for Edinburgh, we arbara Spring, and Robert Patterson. linda", "When I am Laid in ment room available at more conrived here late this afternoon.
The cabiet held an inspirational Earth", "Mon cocur s'ouvre a ta venient hours than previously.
Tomorrow we meet the Lord
retreat at the home of Mr. Joseph voix", "Poor Wandring One", "RoMayor, see the city, have a forPlans are underway for a square
LeMaster Sunday afternoon and mance", and the "Italian Street dance and a roller skate, each to
mal dinner and debate on
Song".
evening.
World Government"
take place in March.

Women VoteFri.
On Noninating
Committee

Debaters Battle Colby Saturday;
Frosh Travel To So. Portland

Pop Concert

Moulton,Darken Voting
Delegates To NESCM

IZeuUUMe $*U 7**? Stomfi Oj >4tf™Md
The arrival of the Queen
Mary at Southampton 36 hours
late caused the cancellation of
the first scheduled debate in
England of Charles Radcliffe
and Oscar Newton, Jr., according-to a letter received by Prof.
Quimby Monday.
Without much time to get
settled, the first United States
collegiate debating team in history was rushed to Aberdeen,
Scotland for its first encounter.
Our reception at Aberdeen,"
Radcliffe wrote, "was warm,
informal, and just fine in every
respect."
"The audience at the debate,
however" he continued, was
75, although it was the largest
there in some time. Tody
Tweedsmuir was addressing a
conservative rally that evening,
and that reduced our audience
somewhat.
"All shades of opinion including Communist was voiced
from the floor, and approval of

Bates OC Board Directors Meet With
Farmington State Teachers' Group
Moulton Sings Norton
Originals At Concert

■
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Anouilh Adapts Classic Tragedy;
Editorials
| Wicked Upperclassmen Relates To Occupation Of France
Should the freshman men live together in one dorm, or should
they be mixed with the upperclassmen? This is a question currently
being batted around in faculty and Student Council meetings.

By John Rippey

Incest, murder, suicide and martyrdom form the background for
Last Wednesday evening the Council evaluated the results of a
next month's dramatic offering in
questionnaire on this subject which had been circulated among all the sedate old Little Theatre.
men boarding students. The freshmen themselves were pretty well
"Antigone" is a cleverly veiled asdivided in their answers. The upperclassmen who replied were overwhelmingly opposed to the present policy of grouping all freshmen sault on Hitler's New Order in octogether. Tonight the Council will probably go on record in favor cupied France. Author Jean Anouilh
desired in 1943 to write a play that
cf mixing the newcomers among the older men next September.
would inspire and encourage opOrchids Jo Stu-C
pressed Freshmen, yet deceive the
German censor who must give offiWe admire the Council for the plane on which it debated the
cial approval for such a presentaquestion last week. Perhaps because Bill Dill set the tone in his retion. He solved the dilemma by
port on the questionnaire, the arguments were weighed carefully
adapting Sophocles' ancient version
and fairly.
of "Antigone".
The consensus of opinion, though not yet official, seems to be that
In his 1943 "Antigone", Anouilh
if college is a place where students should mature socially and emo- made a martyr of the girl Antigone.
tionally, as well as intellectually, then the freshmen should be mixed Against the orders of a brutal dicwith the upperclassmen, in hopes that some of the maturity the tator, she would not agree to the
older men have acquired will rub off on the newcomers.
shameless rotting of her brother's
corpse. More essentially, she refusSplendid! We agree.
ed the temptation of a life full of
But we gather that the administration does not agree.
material happiness at the cost of
losing her spiritual independence —
Negative Attitude
her very coul.
»,
In backtracking to the pre-war policy of a freshman dorm, the Antigone Symbolizes France
administration seems to have adopted a negative attitude, as so
What the Germans did not see
often happens. In this case it is the fear that the upperclassmen
that
Antigone
symbolized
will not teach the freshmen maturity, that instead they will teach was
France herself, and the rejection of
them the evils of "cigarettes and whiskey and wild, wild women".
the prosperity and "happiness" of
This, in effect, is what the Parker Hall proctors have been told. This,
Hitler's New Order, promised at the
apparently, is what the administration thinks of the Bates upperexpense of spiritual independence.
classmen.
Needless to say, "Antigone" was a
And this, President Phillips, Dean Rowe, and Mr. Sampson, is ri- smash hit with conquered Frenchdiculous! It is an insult to as generally fine and decent a gang of men.
upperclasmen as will be found in any American college.
Incest, murder of the father, sui"Cigarettes and Whiskey and Wild, Wild Women"
1. The day has passed when smoking was frowned on, even
at Bates.
2. The post-war laissez-faire attitude on drinking is, or was, one
of the wisest policies the college has had. Because there has been no
law against drinking, because there are no fraternity groupings to
exert social pressure on the tea-totlers, and because Bates men don't
have money to burn anyway, there simply isn't any problem of
drinking here — among the upperclassmen.
3.

As for the wild, wild women: poohl
// We Had A Son . . .

If we had a son entering Bates, we'd want him in a dorm where
there were enough upperclassmen around to guide him toward a
reasonable, mature outlook on drinking, women, studies, politics,
religion, and a lot of other things.
And if we thought the upperclassmen were as uncouth as the
administration seems to think, we wouldn't send our son to Bates
at all. We'd send him to Bowdoin.

cide, self-inflicted blindness and the
murder of the brothers are merely
the ancestral incidents preceding
and causing the action of the play.
"Antigone" actually begins just
after the two brothers kill one another and their uncle, Creon, becomes king of Thebes. On taking
power. Creon decrees that one brother, Eteocles, shall be buried with
honors. The corpse of brother
Polynices, on the other hand, is to
be left at the mercy of dogs and
vultures. Anyone attempting to bury
Polynices is to be executed. Revolted by this inhuman, godless act toward her brother, Antigone tries to
bury the body. She is caught.

We want to add our congratulations and thanks to Eclie Penn acci
and Dick Westphal, Carnival co-chairmen, and to the many other!
who helped make Winter Carnival this year the best ever.
And, oh yes, lest we forget — the weatherman!

Letter To The Editor

Communist Wants To Speak
bership in the Communist Party of
the United States.
From the experience I have had
appearing before college audiences,
I am convinced that American students welcome the opportunity of
hearing and cross-questioning a
Communist professor.
I would greatly appreciate your
printing this letter in your paper, or
helping in any other way to publicize the fact that I am open for
speaking engagements before student or faculty groups. Mutually
convenient dates may be arranged
by communicating with the address
above.
Herbert J. Phillips

THE BATES STUDENT
(Founded in 1873)
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Robert

Foster so

Florence Lindquist '50
Richard ^ .5,
Charles Clark'51
jean johnjon .Sj
'51, Melissa Meigs '51
'51, Carolyn Wells *51
'52, Robert Goldman
'53
Bett
Dag<iigian -Sl

st

mes

9* r°jT

J»

Norris-Hayden Laundry
MODERN DRY CLEANERS
Efficient Work and
Reasonable Rats*

Learn™ .53

Make-Up Ed,tor
Joan McCurdy "51
„ „A*s,lstant "I
Kathleen Kirshbaum '53
Staff Photographer .....™
•••••••■••••».
Robert Hayes '51
Staff Reporters: Carol Patrell '50, David Turkeltaub '50, Ralph Cate
'51, Alan Dunham '51, Arthur Hutchinson '51,
William Norns '51, Joel Price '51, Robert Purinton

ger Jones' home last Wednesday
evening fi>r their Wives' Club meeting. According to reports a good
time was hail by all — one of them
even came up with a concealed
Canasta. No news yet as to the
lime and location of the next meeting.
We are all sorry.to have Al and
Norma Kvaiis leave us. The breaks
seem to have been against Al as he
also had a death in his family.
What's that about it never rains
(Continued on page four)

Phi Sig Is Honor Group;
Discusses Romance Lit

By Pat Scheuerman
Alter dusk settles thick over the
Bates campus tomorrow night, a
:iall string of students will weave
quietly through the blanket of darkness toward the home of Professor
Andrews. One by one they will file
past the narrow crack of light at the
door and collect in a solemn knot
inside. This secluded assembly has
met unnoticed at monthly intervals
for the past six years. But somehow,
unknown to them, news of their activities at last leaked out.
National Honor Society
Our clandestine little gathering is
officially known as the Phi Sigma
Iota national honor society. Its primary aim is to recognize outstanding ability and attainments in Romance languages and literatures and
to stimulate interest and advanced
research among its members. Here
at Bates it allows both French and
Spanish enthusiasts to exchange
ideas and opinions.
After a long period of weighty
consideration of all the potential
candidates, Professors Seward, Kimball, and Andrews select three to six
new undergrads to join the fold each

Cash or Charge Basis
Agents
Hugh Penny

George Disnard

year. Last semester Madeline Pillsbury.
Nestor
Mengual,
Marty
Boeck, Norma Reese, Ginny McKeen, and Norma Chaffee, along
with Miss Dorothy Golden, were officially
initiated
as
full-fledged
members. Old-timers Bob Jones,
Athena Giftos, President Wendall
VVray. and Secretary Judy Witt
complete our secret circle.
Romance Literature
At. each meeting one or two of
the students deliver a criticism of
some work of modern Romance literature, this term's chosen topic. To
add to the alien atmosphere, all discussions are carried on in either
French or Spanish. The club has
unanimously agreed, however, that
the highlight of the evening is refreshment time. After this, the
group will draw on their coats, pull
up their collars, slide an extra cookie
in their back pockets, and silently
sift out into the anonymous night.

Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Feb. 15, 16, 17, 18
•TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH"
- with Gregory Peck
Sun. - Mon. - Tue*.
Feb. 19, 20, 21
"THE OUTLAW"
- with Jane Russell
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Speaking of automobiles, did you
Tiear about the coed who was hit
by one on Saturday and didn't report to the infirmary until Monday
- - - the car survived O.K.
Ping pong balls at Mike's are
now on a supply your own
basis - - - someone apparently
had a sock to darn.
Poem:
There was a lad from Amazon
Put nighties of his grammazon.
The reason that
He was too fat
To get his own pajamazon.
Speaking of pajamas - - - we
heard of a Bardwell bachelor
who got so fussy about his
laundry that he wouldn't entrust it to local concerns but
sent it out to focal point* ■*
New
England
said
he
wanted to get mail or something - - .
The true thirst for knowledge has
arrived at Bates - - - seems that
three young women about faculty
are auditing Dsi John's course in
Cultural Heritage - - - almost as
good as having somebody sit for
you in Chapel - - One little girl on campus
called us from Boston at five
ayem the other morning to say
she had missed the bus - - - is
now about as welcoms as the
itch with everyone living on the
floor near the phone - - This will make you all squirm
- - - some nasty people around
campus have been bragging about
putting a wire recorder behind the
couch in a local reception room - - rumor has it that they will erase it
for a price - - - who has the guilty
conscience? - - (Continued on page four)

Politics Preferred

Present Pro, Con Of Taft-Hartley BillAdvise Close Watch Of Developments
Pro ...

Con...

.

By Max Bell
By Robert Patterson
1. The Taft-Hartley Bill is not a
1. The Taft-Hartley Bill is a dislave labor bill. It in fact attacks rect infringement on labor's right to
mainly the powers of union leaders free collective bargaining.
as opposed to the rights of union
2. Rather than equalizing legal
members as a whole.
liability, it puts labor in a condition
2. It makes unions legally liable similar to the one it held previous
in many way.- management has been to the passing of the Wagner Act.
3. The National Labor Relations
for years.
Board as set up under the Taft3. It provides better machinery
Hartley Bill has been unable to hanfor settling strikes and preventing
dle cases effectively or efficiently.
injury to the public welfare, and for
4. The Taft-Hartley Bill is a dicompromising the rights of labor,
rect infringement on the rights of
management, and the public.
the employer as under it the NLRB
4. It insures that a worker will can order that a non-union man be
not lose his job as a result of being hired despite the fact that the emarbitrarily thrown out of a union.
ployer may want to carry on all his
5. It provides an instrument for labor dealings with one all-inclusive
unions and the nation to find out union.
who among union leaders are Com5. Such an anti-Communist affimunist i'arty members or otherwise davit clause has established a danadvocaters of illegal, unconstitution- gerous precedent whereby the maal, and violent overthrow of the jority in a country can outlaw a
United States government.
minority party.

Chairman's Comments . . .
By Merrill Nearis
Follow the United Mine Workers
situation in both the New York
Times and the Daily Worker. Both
papers are available in the library.
Such study should be a means to
more insight, more facts, and more
intelligent opinions about both the
Taft-Hartley Bill and the labor
movement.
While many pretentions will be
made by Taft-Hartley advocates
about the bill's worth to the labor
movement, most of the informed
and concerned will admit that the
bill is essentially a restrictive anti-
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niene, and Antigone (who will be
played by Klsbeth Thomes in the
Robinson Players' production).
When the truth 3 finally discovered, the mother-wife hangs herself
and Oedipus puts out his own eyes
Later in the story, Oedipus has
been deposed as ruler of Thebes
and his sons have agreed to share
the throne, each to reign in alternate years. In the meantime Oedipus has become angry at them, and
lays a curse on them that they will
die by one another's hand. His
curse is fulfilled when Eteocles refuses to share the throne after his
year of rule. Polynices disputes his
authority and the two kill each
other in battle.

Well everyone seems to be back
in the swing of classes again after
the mid-winter social season - - hope all survived finals and carnival again - - - marks being out
most people were intelligent enough
not to ask anyone's Q.P.R. ""less
the information was offered - We hear that Gertrude of
red-wheel and red-top fame wai
sitting on her ear in the middle
of the turnpike last week - - fortunately there were no permanent casualties - - -

labor measure.
Many feel that such legislation is
justifiable since management has
been restricted by the government
for some time. Others believe that
government's restrictions over management are relatively slight when
compared to those over labor as embodied in the Taft-Hartley Bill.
A fact which most of us agree on
is that both monopolies, like the
Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company,
and unions, like the United Mine
Workers, have successfully circumvented regulations. Our legislation
needs more force and cohesiveness.

Trackster Fights fiac£
To the editor of the STUDENT:
In the last edition of the STUDENT there appeared a letter (by
Joel Price) asking for the abolishment of track here at
Ba«*
Whether this writing was a criticism of the track squad, the coaching, or just track at Bates, could
not be determined, but even if it
were one or all of these factors, I
think that the article showed a lack
of knowledge on the part of its
writer. It is true that Bates is having a poor season as far as track is
concerned, but this is to be expected, for four men who contributed
30 to 40 points a meet last year
have left college. However. I think
that Mr. Price should have no fear
of other poor seasons, for the freshman squad is probably the strongest in the decade.
Track Benefits Many
The author of the letter seems to
want to abolish the sport just because the track teams are not winning teams. To him the win in
athletics appears to be the most important consideration of all. I think,
though, that the value of an intercollegiate sport is not the winning
of contests, but the amount of good
it does for the participants. If track
at Bates is doing little good for the
members of that squad, then I agree
that track should be abandoned.
However. I think that this sport is
benefiting a great deal the 30 boys
on the "squads.
The values of track are many. Intercollegiate athletics today seem to
develop proficiency only on the part
of a select few. but here is a sport
that, because of its variety of events

STRAND

Perhaps the iaui, is .
ulingof meets. It
"*»■
Bates has little bu,;nJ
against a large school «'N
University of New H
*!
track, just as i, Woal>*J
business competing ,„ . Jvt 1
College in football.
""
As far as hockey is c
there is enough ' inter^J
:
should be a pan
sports program
I realize that t|,t

j
r

article has #notpar,ici' «1
at Bates. Rather than ••*
think he should come'^!
sport and give it a chan ?j io™
ably would come in l^, He
us do. but rather ,han *H
would receive encoura^ '^
his coach and .eam^tl
that the benefit, ironi ^
where one is on his 0*
There is no bench in ,„., S
Pleasure and sa„sfaclion £
get from representing his
e.ther as a winner w u ' "
can be immense.
So come out for tracl
think you will nnd ,ha(
J<J
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than a spectator. that ^ J
from track are many, and 7\
people connected w.th lnA
Bates are one oi the fines, pJ
men you will ever associate1
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To the editor of the STUDENT:
At first glance the suggestion to
abandon varsity track because of the
terrific whalloping we took a few
weeks ago at the hands of New
Hampshire may seem plausible. I
agree however with others who
maintain that if one gives the issue
more than momentary consideration
the naivete of this proposal becomes quite evident.
Let's look at the facts in the situation, which I believe stand for
themselves without dragging in any
sentimental dishwash about keeping
a track team because it is a tradition
to have one. I quite agree with our
friend when he says that the track
team rel'es upon individual performers and that this year the varsity team' has few first place winners. Most of them graduated last
year. Last year's fresh man ciass
gave us several good track men.
but it was not as rich in material as
has been the case in some other
years. Two of our best varsity nun.
Harley and Boone, are sruggling
along with injuries. Naturally New
Hampshire or any other really good
team will beat the.varsity this year.
Last year however when we had
such men as Home and Sawyers
still with us we lost to powerful
UNH by only a very slight margin.
Suggestion Shortsighted
Next year's varsity team will, by
contrast, be one of the best we have
had in years. This year's frosh team
has many good men on it and practically all our men from this year's
varsity will still be with us come
next fall. I thus look for a poor
varsity season this winter but an
excellent one next year. Thus to
base the suggestions of ending varsity track on the team's performance of just one or two seasons is
in .my humble opinion somewhat
shortsighted.
Secondly, I believe the suggestion
of ending varsity track to be without merit when we consider the
matter of frosh teams. Is it to be
the policy of the college to spend
tune and money training a freshman track team each year-only to
tell them at the end of the year that
though they have been winning
meets all year and took a second

place at the BAAS i„ Boil08L
week, the college somehow befij
that because this year's varsfc,
n
°t win meets they- may
not tj
—.- -«i a
and thus we snould only haveta
on the freshman level. 1 think t
point need be labored no y
You either have track teams,
freshman and varsity, or you
have track. You don't have jj
frosh team and not a varsity Jj
week's writer suggests.
Hockey More Expeniive
Thirdly, there are at present j
proximately 35 members of
track teams. A -port that atirs
much participation, though as *i
realize it could be more. a s
that posscsse- the facilities a:
college that track does, should I
in the writer's humble opinion)
abandonee: because it has a cos
of bad years If our friend :hJ
that track is dying out as he sefl
to. he should have seen the ll|
paying spectators at the
Garden la-", week attending
BAA track 1
As tar a.- ice hockey is concd|
ed. we had a '.earn years ago.
maintained it for many years!
great cost It was finally dropj
about ten years ago because
participant and spectator iniol
simply did not justify the exp«]
ture of the tremendous sums
quired to keep it going. To repi
track, a non-paying sport a: Ba
as at most other colleges, wiu"
other even mow expensive
paying sport which elicits
smaller interest among the studeSj
does not seem to this write: :o|
at all sagacious
Art Darken,
Varsity track maoH
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Wednesday, Thursday, Feb. 15, 16
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
"Holiday In Havana"
Desi Arnaz, Mary Hatcher
**• 16, 17, 18
"Jigsaw"
"PORT OF NEW YORK"
Franchot Tone, Myron McCormick
- starring Friday, Saturday, February 17, 18
Scott Brady and Richard Rober
"Power River Rustlers"
Allan Lane, Eddy Waller
Friday and Saturday Onlv
"Mr. Soft Touch"
FIVE BIG ACTS VAUDEVILLE
Glenn Ford, Evelyn Keyes
Sun., Mon., Tues., Feb. 19, 20, 21
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.-Wed
"Holiday Inn"
R«b. 19, 20, 21, 22
HEM LAU
Bing Crosby, Fred Astaire
"Passport Pemlico"
All Star
MUton Berle and Virginia Mayo

ZfPS T

d its makeup f^ a ,
participant-. ,ends -*« I
from
»m modern prc^J**!
collegiate sports, g
°f
abolish track, perhap '^
tion should be pain ,* .mor«:
Fault In Scheduling, "

Manager Gives Cagey Repfyi

THEATRES

52, Carol Anderson '53, Warren Carroll '53, Bruce
'Wn.wlt....

Uto Too!

The background story which is
not included in the play itself, begins many years prior to the action
of the drama. A prince named
Oedipus returns to his native
Thebes after being raised from infancy in a foreign land. Not knowing his parents at all, he kills his
father in a highway fight. Then,
still unaware of her identity,. he
Here uncle Creon (played by
marries his mother. Two sons, Robert Hobbs) becomes king and
Eteocles and Polynices, are born to the curtain goes up on our modern
them, as well as two daughters, Is- "Antigone".

By BUI Nonis

The mumps seem to have moved
Some skied, some skated, and a few even skoaled — but any and
all of us who took part in the Outing Club's recent mid-winter in with us, and all indications are
frolic probably won't forget the 1950 Carnival Weekend until long 'that they will be here for a while
longer, at least Stan Inman is abed
after the green grass shows on the sides of Mount David.
with them, and Ginger Jones is also
Despite the last-minute snow the ice show went off very nicely.
Maestro Cagenello's song contest was the best we have yet wit- on the sick list with mumps. Maggie says she sent little Derry home
nessed (We're very glad we didn't have to judge it). The variety
to lessen the danger that she will
show, ably directed by "Cecil B." Orlandella, with the cooperation
come down with them. Oh well!
of Miss Schaeffer, was indeed one of the highlights of the weekend's
last year it was measles — wonder
frivolity. There was hard-fought hockey, ski competition, and snowwhat next year will bring. At least
shoe softball. Some of the snow sculpture was truly striking. And
no increase in tuition in sight,
the gym, with its "new low look." provided the setting for a coronafives' Club Meeting
tion ball fit for royalty. All this was fittingly climaxed by a wonderThe gals get-together met at Ginful day of snow, sunshine, and relaxation out at colorful Arrowhead Lodge, and a candlelight vesper service in the chapel concluded the weekend.

Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Associate Editor
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Assistant News Editors: Raymond Sennett
Edmund Bashista
Jean MacKinnon
_
.
_„
'52, John Rippey
Feature Editor

The author couldn't make Creon
look too bad to the Germans, lest
they catch on to the real purpose of
the play. Ingeniously, he made
Creon's words satisfy the Germans,
and still enabled Frenchmen to interpret them as a plea to place the
general interest higher than their
separate private interests.
Anticedent Action

Sampsonville Scene

It's Been Royal

Suite 1613
205 East 42nd Street
New York 17, N. Y.
To the editor of the STUDENT:
I am touring American colleges
and universities in the interest of
the struggle to maintain and extend
academic freedom and would appreciate an opportunity to speak before a group at your institution.
I am one of the three professors
recently dismissed from the faculty
of the University of Washington
where I taught in the Department
of Philosophy for nineteen years.
The sole ground for this dismissal
was my present acknowledged niem-

BAHNIYA MISSED

LettersJ^J!he_Editor

Poise On Pen
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Hunt
Room
Elm Hotel - Auburn
COMPLETE DINNERS served daily including SnnW
Meal. 75c, 95c and up

Excellent Food - Court*"*

NANKING

May We Serve You

S*^

R. W. CLARK CO.
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
WELCOMES EVERYONE AT BATES COLLEGE
4

Registered

Pharmacists

Our Food Is Still The Best Advertisement We Have

MAIN ST. at BATES ST.

Come In And Try Some

Tel. 3-0031

' 'ANTAUZING

Chinese
DINNERS

RESTAURANT
CHINESE * AMERICAN
DINNERS
from 45c up

As We Have Your Fol*
And Your Folk' folk
with BETTER FOOD
Since 1875

Boston Tea jj
249 Main St.
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^h Captures FitstHaU Honors; Hebron And E. L.
ond Round Now Underway Downed By Frosh
., Dunham
By A'. (he first round of

By Alan Hakes

ba k

" t the second half
tf in «h« AtaB" Gym
-fending champs
,l,4 Midlanders
>day. .0 becom. the

V.

Sec

ond In Boston

By Ralph Cate
The news from
the track scene
was somewhat '"ore encouraging
this week as the Batees frosh mile
relay team garnered a second place
in the BAA meet in Boston
Feb. 4.

^had litt»« trovble
"* pjav-otf riva.s from
lh r
" fair 5W«i «*■ of
pre'
winners held a 10;IIK1 mainhalf-t..ne.
I a'
tor the rest of
On the home front, however the
i ** f , new high of
varsity squad dropped a decisive
eing called, and loss to Northeastern. 93-24 in the
, rf„« shower- cage last Saturday. This was an
the over-all improvement over
the recent
the ga«ne'
Tom Norbury slaughter by New Hampshire, but
goodf the winners still unimpressive.
5 or
14 P*"
.
fllpli^ vantage point,
appeared when ./R KrOSAhK,.relay ,eam- comP°*ed
****" up 17 markers. of Bob Abbott, Don Holstrom
core leader John Rasing, and Bob Goldsmith
- 13 points, and turned in an impressive performI irith h^
i, down, rack- ance in the B.A.A. Freshman Relay
as they finished a close second to
I*
Bowdom. Bob Goldsmith, the an-d round of play got un«L, Friday night with chor man. waged a neck and neck
the same combo battle with the Northeastern finisher around several turns, but by
,«d Monday, being decid-SbySo»th.59<7.Th« staking to the inside and taking off
...
on the straightaways, he was able
to be a close one durto maintain his lead. The frosh led
Jret half «;•'•' «ch <eanl for about the first half-mile but
tilhi„ two or three points
were passed by a strong Bowdoin
o:lltr and lh« -ore was tied
aggregation on the third leg of the
m ad of the half. How 1760-yard jaunt.
Rebels tnrrned on the heat
The lads from Brunswick held a
iod :o out>core the
several-yard advantage to the finish
I
winners
4
to
1.
Fred
■M
line, but the frosh made a good
:-•■■'

MS the high man for the
*ith 19 points, wn',e Quint
puti 10 Don Davis and Intramural Basketball Schedule
Second Semester
Sartor) combined for 12
Feb. 10
Horlh's losing cause.
North-South
second game that evening
Off Campus-J. B.
Ejb ;o be a fairly potent Off
Feb. 13
I aggregation downed the J.
\;-0 in what appeared to be
Bard well-Sampson ville
the trees! scoring games of
Parker-Middle
Feb. 16
gson thus far. Bruce McClemti the Townie onslaught
North-Off Campu*
m points, while Shirl Hamel
South-J. B.
i Wadt followed with 21 and
Feb. 20
its. respectively. Hal CornParker-Sampsonville
it anew individual high scorBardwell-Middle
tA for the season by throwFeb. 23
3 points for J. B.'s cause.
Middle-J. B.

NOTICE
he intramural basketball
scheduled for tomorrow
wiil be played Saturday
B~._ in the order listed.
Erst game will start at 2
and the second about 3 ;30
This change is necessitati the fact that the Bates
is being used Thursday
tor the playoffs of the
schools tournament. Refand players please take
e of this change.

f M Here Tonight
lotiuutd from page one)
other forward will be Ed
in excellent set and the
Baker of the team, or Bill
Patrolling the center will be
» Pete Lind, a rough cornunder either basket. HolJuone oi the guard positions
»in "Yogi" Yokabaskas.
s
most prolific point-pro"o his drive-in shots, jump
W hooks. Stan Sorota. named
second All-New England
*• season, maintains the othk
°*'- slot and specializes in
'Play and lengthy set shots,
jit promises to be a rough
**«<* for the Bobcats.

Two wins in two games has been
the record of the Freshman Basketball team since the start of the second semester. Two wins, but no
two could have been marked by

Bobcats Win In Garden;
Tufts Drops Garnet 59-46
By Robert Purinton
The Bates quintet, returning from
an overtime victory over Boston Uniersity in the Poston Garden, lost to
Tufts College 59-46.

Rowing and should form ,he nu.
greater differences. On Wednesday.
jT °' a v"t.y improved varshv

fanThe
Ti:r
»«»• £ «£
2 , "'
°wdoin, Bates
C

fi

Sh

Were

B

Feb. 8th. the squad journeyed to
Hebron Academy. After a long and

The Bobcats swapped leads with
Tufts for the first fifteen minutes of
the same. At the three-quarter mark
of the first period Larry Quimby
dropped in a free throw that tied the
score 24-24. Immediately afterwards
Don Goodwin, the Tufts center, connected with a set shot and Tufts was
never pressed throughout the rest of
the game.

Northeastern, and the University of" hectic evening the Garnet hoopsters
Massachusetts.
emerged with a 65 to 63 victory, but
He-re in the cage. Northeastern it took tbeni two overtime periods
romped, capturing all the first-place to do it.
honors except the <Kscus. in which
The game was close all the way,
[>.«k Westphal annexed the lone
nve-po,nter for the Game, thinclads with both teams hitting well. Heas he tossed the discus 119 feet 6V, bron pulled away by a few points
In the second half the Bobcats
-nches. Dick also picked up a third in the third period, but the Frosh
were held to rive goals. Bob Carpen■n the 33-pound weight event and
closed the margin again. At the end
ter, coming in to spell Dick Scott,
tied with Bob Brooks of Bates for
of the regular game time the score
a third in the pole vault.
scored two while Collins, Somerville,
and ferry each tallied one. Tufts
Others placing for1 Bates were Cy stood 51 to 51. After five overtime
successfully bottled up Quimby and
Neans, second in the 1000 and 600- minutes the score was still tied, but
he was able to score on four free
John O'Brien, third in the 1000; in the three minute second overthrows only. Somerville connected on
Duke Dukakis, third in the mile; time the Bobkittens were able to get
two free throws and Carpenter one.
and Don Casavant, second in the
two-mile; Nate Boone brought and hold a two point lead, as Al
Tufts, on the other hand, tallied
home a third in the 40 yard dash Goddard sank a pair of foul shots
steadily in the second half. I.ee Koand a second in the broad jump, with but two seconds to play. The
lankiewicz led the scoring in this pewhile the final Bates tally was game was marred by a scuffle which
riod with four free throws and four
chalked up by John McDonald as degenerated into a general brawl
field goals for a total of 12 points.
he heaved a third in the shot-put.
His teammates Jim Mullaney and
during the second extra period, but
The times and point totals were
Bill Sokolin aided him getting 12
order was restored in time to let
better than in the New Hampshire
points between them.
meet, as was the morale of the the game be finished- Al Greaves
Mullaney led the scoring with 21
team.
and Charlie Bucknam were high
points and was followed closely by
The next meet is Friday, as the scorers for the Frosh with 12 points
Kolankiewicz with 18 points. Glen
The fortunes of the Bates basket- and their impressive victory over
frosh tangle with M.C.I, tracksters apiece.
Collins was high man for the Garball team continue to fluctuate be- Edward Little is only the latest
here. The frosh have an excellent
net with 13 points and Somerville's
Saturday night the Kittens came tween good and otherwise. This last proof of this.
chance of coming up with a victory.
12 points placed him in the second

points of the leading Terriers. A
free throw by sharpshooter Glen
Collins and a long push shot or
Carpenter tied the score 51-51.
Sheehan and Killilea of B.U. both
connected, but Collins came through
again and tied it up wit'.i a little
over a minute to go.
In the overtime period the Bobcats deftly controlled the ball. Ralph
Perry connected with a long set
shot and Collins, high scorer w'th
19 points, with Carpenter and
Quimby tossing in free throws gave
the Garnet a 61-55 victory.
Bates

Mullaney
Kolankiewicz
Bennett
Goodwin
Sokolin
Kochiss
Perry

Bobcat Skiers Outrace
Tufts In Carnival Meet

Sampsonville-OrT Campus
Feb. 24
I'arker-South
Bardwell-North
Feb. 27
North-J. B.
South-Off Campus
March 2
Sampson ville-*\orth
Bardwell-Off Campus
March 3
Parker-J. B.
Middle-South
March 6
Bardwell-South
Parker-North
March 9
Sampsonville-Soutli
North-Middle
March 10
Bardwell-J. B.
Parker-Off Campus
March 13
Off Campus-Middle
Sampsonville-J. B.
March 16
Bardwell-Parker
Sampsonville-Middle

The Bobcat ski team made their
Carnival Weekend a successful one
by narrowly defeating the Tufts
College team in a meet held at
Lake Auburn and Mt. David. The
competition was keen all the way,
with the jumping held on Sunday
turning out to be the deciding
event.
Dom Casavant took first place in
both the cross-country and downhill events. In the cross-country,
Dom outlasted the opposition by his
speed and endurance and came
through with a well-deserved victory In the downhill, both Casavant and the men who finished second and third turned in very fast
times, with Dom coming out on top
by a very narrow margin.
The slalom was won by Tufts
who had Dana and Mooney finishing first and second. Casavant
once more placed near the top by
flashing through the flags in a time
fast enough to win him third place.
As Saturday's events came to a
close. Bates was leading by a few
points, but Tufts needed only two
places in the jumping to win the
meet.
At Mt. David on Sunday afternoon, Mooney of Tufts took first
place by showing excellent form in
jumps of fifty-eight, fifty-seven and
fifty-seven feet, but Russ Woodin
and Jack Greim finished second and
third to give the Bobcats a victory
in the event and in the meet.

position.

The Chase Hall Tournaments are
underway with the final playoffs
scheduled for March 20 in the form
of a men's smoker. A system of ced.ing is being used this year with
last year's champs as number one.

In an attempt to wrap up the
game the Terriers pressed hard in
the second half and succeeded in
stretching its lead. With only three
minutes remaining in the last half,
the Bobcats moved within three

Previous to the Tufts
Bobcats celebrated the
basketball following the
off by defeating Boston
at Boston Garden 61-55.

The Bobcats built up a substantial lead early in the first half, but
B.U. rallied strongly and when the
half ended they led 32-29.

Oliver
Butcher
Luce
Lvnch
Finnigan
James
Kinkier
Winkler
Sheehan
Tycinski
Wells

Telephone 4-5241

^arnstone-Qsgood Qo.
Jewelers and Silversmiths
WATCH REPAIRING
50 Lisbon Street

Lewiston, Maine

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

BATES
HOTEL
DANCING NIGHTLY
8-12
WE ALSO CATKR TO LARGE
SOCIAL MEETINGS

ECK'S

Tel. 4-6459

i^^FLOWERS
Save!

FEBRUARY
B

ARGAIN
DAYS

Thursday
Pri

day and

By Wire

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP

NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME
AND SPORT
274 Main St.
Lewiston
Phone 3-0431
Romeo E. Thibodeau
Alfred J. Thibodeau
Edrick J. Thibodeau

In Los Angeles, there is always a friendly
gathering of University of Southern California
students at Ted Owen's. And, as in colleges
everywhere, ice-cold Coca-Cola helps make
these get-to-gethers something to remember. As
a refreshing pause from the study grind, or on
a Saturday-night date^—Coke belongs.
Askfnr it eillm way ... both
trade-marks mean the same thing:

195 Lisbon St.
WITH SMOKERS WHO KNOW...IT'S

The J.B. Platoon of Cooper's Army
Would March On Its Stomach Any
Day for Those Great Hamburgers

Saturday

COOPERS

eb

f - 16-17-18

TIBBYS
SPORTS CENTER

CAMPUS AVE.

NEAR SABATTUS ST.

ERNIE'S MARKET

'jWtent in the store
■ins for
fR'Ving outstandin8
,„
Lewiston's FebBar
8ain Days!

Closest Spot to Campoe

Yet, Camels are SO MILD that in a coastto-coast test of hundreds of men and women
who smoked Camels—and only Camels—for
30 consecutive days, noted throat specialists,
making weekly examinations, reported

Phon. MWo to Ptac* Orders

I

new

Spring0 items
i
in-

,h

Weekly: 7 A M. to 10:*) P. M.

« value-givtaig.

B>op

O 1949, Th. Cocg-Cda Company

Tel 2-7351
S„d«r: • A. M. * •*> P- *.

th

e whale store
79 Lisbon 8t

Borneo UNDM VOTHOBITV of no COCA-COW COMPANY IY
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, Inc., Lewiston

Lewiston

20

46

F.
5
4
0
0
2
1
1

Pts.
21
18
2
6
4
3
5

13

59

G.
2
0
4
2
3
6
2

F.
3
1
b
2
5
7
0

Pts.
•1
1
13
6
11
19
4

19

23

61
Pts.
10
10
2
1
9
4

0

F.
2
0
0
1
5
0
1
1
1
0
2

21

13

55

13
Tufts
G.
8
7
1
3
1
1
2

Bates

Scott
Blackmon
Somerville
Carpenter
(juimbv
game the Collins
return of Perry
exam layUniversity

In the playoff last week North
emerged as the winners of the first
round of intramural basketball play.
Neither team was hot during the
game but the winners had sufficient
power to register a convincing victory over Middle. The second round
is already in progress and the first
game found the Northerners being
trampled by South so it looks like
an entirely different race.

Pts.
12
13
10
2
4
5

23

/4nmnd ^anceUn

up with their second victory of the week provides a case in point as
week, this time at the expense of they clearly outplayed Boston University to gain a victory in overtime
Edward Little High School. The
and then continued to at least hold
Red Eddies entered the game con- their own in the game with Tufts
fident of another victory over the in the first half. The second half
Frosh, but Bates soon upset the ap- however witnessed the more or less
plecart by jumping to a quick lead complete collapse of the team for a
and going on to win with ease by long enough time to insure victory
a score of 54 to 31. Perhaps Ed- for the opponents. The last half
ward Little can be excused for hav- was such that spectators are ining an off night, as they had had clined to forget that the team had
to fight hard for an upset win oyer done well up until that point.
Lewiston the night before. But even
The series-leading Black Bears
taking this into account, the Frosh from Orono are here tonight to reshowed clearly that they have vast- open series play and there are few
ly improved since the beginning of who predict other than that Maine
the season. Greaves and Jim Moody will make it three straight over the
were high scorers in this one with Garnet. However, interesting speceleven and ten points respectively, ulation is provided by the fact that
as eleven of the Kittens broke into Maine had to overcome a nine
the scoring column.
point half-time deficit to win over
Bowdoin
50-44 last
Saturday.
With a six and four record, and
Charlie Goddard was the big noise
five more games to go, the chances
in the comeback with 24 points.
for a winning season appear good.
The freshmen have come a long
The Bridgton game tonight will
way sinco the beginning of the year
help to tell the story.

F.
6
3
6
2
2
1

G.
3
5
2
0
1
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Somerville
Collins
Quimby
Scott
Perry
Carpenter

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT

IRRITATION due to smoking CAMELS!

B.U.
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4
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1
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NSA National Executive Meeting
Termed Best In Its History

DiscuKionM ttow*
By Indson Fellowship

Mademoiselle Conducts CBS Sponsors
College Fiction Contest Script Contest

•What

For Collegians

Is

the

Church?" asked
Fellowship in

Bates Wins Ski Meet, Dropsl„i
Game; Carnival Winners AnnoiJ
The winter carnival featured a ski
with Tufts College. Bates
"ored 3S2.3 to Tufts' 37*1.Wjj
with Tufts being outscored .n three
mect

The member- u
' Hit
*'nni.
team were
F»W'
Fletcher,
Ann
arneii
Layng.
Lyn Carlso
Booth, and Shirley
^'eale
Twenty couples
lollipop rare
m,...won i
Curry and her date
<" 6 r
lege. George Ken ' °m T,;.

Mademoiselle
Magazine
will
f award two prizes of $500 in its an\ nationwide collegiate writing day evening.
nual College Fiction Contest for
by
Campus Discrimination
competition,
designed to encourage
Advocate
Federal
Scholarships
of the four events.
women undergraduates in accreditThe recently concluded national
atThe executive committee passed a
the emergence of new television
The slalom race a. Mt. Dav.d was
The executive committee also supexecutive committee meeting of the
ed colleges. The two winning stordouble-edged program on campus
writers,
has
been
announced
by
the
won
bv Conrad Dana of Tufts ,n
National Student Association was ported proposals for federal scholaries will be published in the August
discrimination, which will call for
Columbia Broadcasting System and
40 8 seconds, with Dom Casavant of
the "most successful in NSA his- ships in higher education made by
1950 issue of Mademoiselle.
publishing facts on what various
Bates taking third place. The jumptory," according to President Robert the American Council on Education,
the "actual church .
.
Stories submitted in the 1950 World Video, Inc.
schools are doing to solve their parConsideration of the todfr^ ing also at Mt. David, was won byand
added
that
racial
and
religious
contest may be 3,000 to 5,000 words Four Prizes Offered
A. Kelly.
Faculty Upsets Student « ,
Christian as a par, of the church Malcolm Monney of Trftfc who
inquiries should not be made in the ticular discriminatory problems, and in length. All entries should be
The
competition,
to
be
known
as
The not-so-ol,
"All business on the agenda was
scholarship plan. The ACE proposal also compile a nation-wide survey of typewritten on one side of paper the CBS Awards, is open to stu- followed. Members examined the scored 219.9 points, with Russell
cleaned up during the five-day meetthe student team by a , '"'
the
discrimination
situation
on
is expected to reach the 81st Cononly, and accompanied by the con- dents over 18 years of age in ac- problem of having the Chr,.^ Woodin of Bates taking second
ing, and attention was given to the
2 in the snowshoe sofflJi ^1
gress through the Truman adminis- America campuses for presentation testant's name, home address, col- credited American colleges and uni- Todav aware of the real and press p.ace. The downhill and cross-counregional and campus work of NSA/'
to
the
1950
Congress.
The girls of Roger Wiffi?!
tration.
lege address, and college year. versities. Four prizes are offered iufi needs of his civilization as op try- races at Mt. Sabattus were both
he explained.
won tlii- year's snn»
posed to using religion as a means
The executive committee also Stories which have previously apVice-President Richard Medalie
won by Casavant
the
first
to
be
awarded
May
31.
and
their presentati
The executive committee passed was authorized to negotiate for a fi- took time out to consider the prob- peared in undergraduate publicaof escape from the world's reaht.es. Collegians Win Hockey Game
Dream".
resolutions on student rights, federal nancial grant to support a national lems facing the 24 regional organiza- tions are acceptable if they have not the others at monthly intervals durThe Maine Collegians from Orono
ing the spring academic semester.
scholarships, and human relations; college human relations institute, tions of NSA. Each region reported been published elsewhere.
Royalty was :
were
victorious
by
an
8
to
3
score
in**..
The prize-winning script of oneheard a report on a discrimination which would relate human relations on its most effective programs, sucI
in an informal hockey game at St. snow sculpture
Mademoiselle's editors will judge hour performance length will be
• case during the August NSA Con- studies to practical programs for use cesses and failures, and structural
(Continued
from
page
two)
throne,
accomp;
Doms' Arena. "Smokey
Stover,
all stories. Entries must be post- awarded $500; the half-hour script
gress; and laid plans for the 1950 by campuses in reducing inter-group problems. .More than 40 delegates
Then there's the one about
marked no later than midnight, will be awarded $250.
jean Harris, and Bill Cunnane scor- the girls of Fry Street *£'
Congress, which will be held at the tensions and discrimination.
and observers participated in the
the freshman fellow who was
place in the
,. **«
April 15, 1950 and addressed to the
ed the goals for the Bates team.
going skating and sawthes.gr.
. University of Michigan.
The prize-winning entries will be
Following up the investigation of unique "clinic sessions".
College Fiction Contest. MademoiSlalom and relay were the races was won by the I , g^jL
NSA Public Relations Director
screened by a board of editors and
on the rink: "For Outmg Club
the Lombardi case, involving disi„ ,he girls' skiing events. RaeVNal- the steps of Hathorn Han ?1
Condemn NROTC Loyalty Oath
selle. 122 East 42nd Street, New
Ralph Lee Smith was appointed to
the
final
selections
will
be
made
by
members Only" - - - he went
crimination
against
a
Negro
in
an
York 17, N. Y.
n tilir] ' JM
On student rights, the executive
cott '50 won the slalom, while Cyn- of Rand Hall
a six-month term to succeed himself.
a three-man board of judges. Judges
all the way over to the PAL
committee condemned a loyalty oath eating place during the August NSA
Mademoiselle assumes no rethia Black '50 took second place. their "Crown on , Cu<lion "'
His office will be: Swarthmore Colinclude Charles Underhill, Director
field because he didn't know
being taken by Naval Reserve Offi- Congress the NEC praised the work
sponsibility for manuscripts and
of Programs for the CBS Televiof a University of Illinois commit- lege. Swarthmore, Pa.
that at Bates EVERYONE becer Training Corps students at Harwill return only those accompanied
sion Network; John Steinbeck, auIntramural basketball /I
longs to Outing Club - - vard and the University of North tee, which successfully eliminated
by a stamped, self-addressed envel"<• -a\ - ui
hn I i MH
thor, and a vice-president of .World
Milliken House Reunion Club had
the
discriminatory
situation.
Carolina.
ope.
(Continued
from
page
tw->)
us
a
break
Video, Inc.; and Donald Davis, their biennial breakfast last Sun. ,
I'nttal
P'oMfc
Previous contest winners have dramatist, screen writer and proAlthough NSA is on record as Full Delegation To IUS
day morning - - - coupled with a again. We hope that more of the out of Furnaces her.
been
anthologized
in
annual
collecOn
international
affairs,
the
execsupporting loyalty oaths where they
ducer for World Video. Inc.
surprise shower for Mike Wilkin- local ladies will be able to come ville. Seems a« i
tions of the year's best short stories.
are necessary for U. S. security, the utive committee moved to send a
son
somebody in that group over and cheer for us. Seems we of coal,„-n
The
three
separate
groups
of
the
Contest
rules
and
the
required
enThese include "O. Henry Prize
committee said the NROTC oath full delegation to the 1950 World
always do better when we have an "la'"r ,r'"
Modern Dance Club . assembled Stories of 1947" and "The Best try blanks may be obtained by writ- must be a good cook
"- in the rl
was "too sweeping" and "not re- Student Congress, which will be
audience. Rumor has it that South lo Rn
By
the
way
we
have
a
Monday night for a combined party Short Stories, 1949."
ing directly to Director. CBS
sponsored
by
the
International
Unstricted to the needs of national seis the Power this semester — looks this column ha? decided to <KJ
Mrs. K. in the Union again
and business meeting.
Awards. Headquarters: 15 East 47th
curity". The Harvard oath also in- ion of Students, of which the NSA
like we'll have to point for that either pro-mine owners n
Janie
Kendall's
mother
comes
At the Women's Union, the reguSt., New York 7, N. Y.
cludes a clause that stipulates that is not a member. The partisan nagame with "tears in my eyes" union, but
in during the day (while Mrs.
lar,
apprentice,
and
new
men's
NROTC students "inform" on oth- ture of communist-dominated IUS
Contest Details
Ienello and his Southern Gentle- accustomed to havinj
Mac. is in the, hospital) - - groups of the club gathered to hear
er students who participate in the was deplored by the NEC.
Competition begins Feb. 3 and ends
\ new crop of practice teachers men.
especially in Main?
. .1
about future plans and to play
,t-s an wei
activities of groups on the attorney
The University of Michigan was games. Doris Kinney. club presiJune 30. The four monthly com- are at it again - - - we interviewed
Much money flowing in the vigeneral's list of subversive organiza- chosen as the site for the August
The Bates Devotional Fellowship petition periods are Feb. 3 to March one. Bob Corish, and he said that
dent, announced that the group will
cinity with the arrival of the G.I. buddy Cy Nearis ...;; givt 0J
tions,
besides
not
participating 1950 Congress by a vote of 18-6
held
last week's meeting at the 20, April 1 to April 20, May 1 to all the pretty blondes in his class
interpret "Harlem Nocturne" at the
insurance dividends. Most of it is coal miners' point oi view in 7
themselves.
over University of Minnesota. The Pops Concert, and will participate home of Rev. Ellis C. Holt, pastor May 20, and June 1 to June 20.
were going to get A's and the rest finding its way into bonds or ba- next issue of the STL'DEN'T
Congress will begin Aug. 24, sand in a future exhibition by the physi- of the Court Street Baptist Church
Entries postmarked later than the would have B's - - - break out the bies. Very little luxury spending of
Lee Mills
Compaq no*4l
last eight days. Plans call for more cal education department. It is pos- in Auburn. The meeting was
twentieth day of any contest month peroxide. Mother. I'll graduate from late.
Joan McGei
. :.,n:i,,,'l
than 1000 students, educators, and sible that a dance will be incorpo- opened with the singing of hymns
will be considered for the follow- high school yet - - work
—
-••:.....
ihoagh joj
Coal
Situation
college administrators to meet at rated into the Robinson Players' accompanied by Ella Loud at the
Lost and Found Dept.:
ing month's prize. No entries will
Was
talking
to
Al
Johnson
and
mill
is
on
Lee'route,
hence coj
Ann Arbor, Mich.
May production. "A Doctor in piano.
Found: three pairs of long
be accepted if postmarked later than
but it pours? Scuttlebutt also tells eration.
Mr.
Holt
led
a
discussion
on
Spite of Himself."
•red Johns left from variety
June 20, 1950.
Time to close now us that the Taylors will not move
I
College students are being offered
In a brief talk, Miss Rowe ex- God's purpose in confining man's
show.
All
entries
must
be
original
telelook in the mirror and se
I
into
our
midst
—
instead.
Frank
spirit
in
physical
bodies.
The
disservice opportunities in work
plained that there are three factors
Lost: one pair of red longies
vision
dramas
which
have
never
jaws
have
starti
Cooper
and
family
will
become
Garcamps, seminars, institutes, internein choreography which must be cussion was based on readings
contributed to same. Will gladbeen produced on the air or pubmumps y'know.
celon House/s in about a week.
ships in industry and cooperatives,
combined to produce an interesting from Milton's "Paradise Lost" and
ly swap former for latter - - lished. Adaptations of existing nov"Genesis".
The
discussion
included
and in mental and correctional indance: movement must exhibit emoAlso found: one blazer jacels, short stories, and plays will be
stitutions. The announcement was
tion, pantomime, or exaggerated such topics as man's basic nature,
ket in the Norris Apartment
disqualified.
Scripts
will
be
judged
The
first
Outing
Club
sponsored
man's future and purpose, and the
recently made by Clarence E. Pickaction.
(not my size); owner will
for originality. Duplicate prizes will
ets Executive Secretary of the ski trip of the year featured a trip
Edith Tobben was in charge of existence of hell.
please, call for same - - be
awarded
in
case
of
ties.
Prizeto
Bridgton,
Sunday,
Feb.
12,
eight
Mrs. Holt served refreshments to
American Friends Service Commitgames, jane Bower furnished piaWatch out for the mumps,
miles south of the Carnival outing 10 music during the serving of re- the group. Next week's meeting will winning scripts will become the
tee.
Miss Placed Concreteness
at Naples. Two Union Square busbe held as usual in Libbey Forum, property of CBS.
Several of these projects, such as es left Rand at 8:30 a.m. and re- freshments under the direction of Friday, Feb. 17, at 7 p.m.
104 MIDDLE STREET
Larch Foxon.
the Interneship-in-Industry and turned the group at 6:00 p.m.
Service Units in Mexico, are
SAVE
Specializing in
Because of the good skiing conplanned on a year-round basis and
ON WINTER SPORTS NEEDS
ditions, a large crowd filled the
ITALIAN - AMERICA*1
are open to applicants at any time
three slopes and formed long lines
during the year. Special summer
FOOD
for the Pleasant Ski Tow. At
units will be sponsored by the
CLEANSERS A FURRIERS
noon the skiers took time off for
For Men and Women
Service Committee.
lunches and hot coffee. Downhill
STEAKS - CHOPS
The general purpose of these ac- races were also featured at 1 o'clock
COLLEGE SERVICE
All Types Sensibly Priced
PASTRY
OF
ALL
KIND8
PIZZA PIES
tivities is to acquaint students with with the Snow Chasers from Lynn
Skis, Ski Boots and Accessories
various international, industrial, and participating.
Agent
Phone 4-4041
social problems while at the same
The outing was under the direcOpp. Pott Office
Tel. 2-6645
DOROTHY FRYER
time allow them to participate, and tion of Phoebe Jones, director of
SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston
Hacker House
in some instances, in working on Winter Sports for the Outing Club.
CALL & DELIVERY SERVICE
54 ASH STREET
solutions for the problems.
Sign-ups were handled by Anne ElPhone 4-7326
Bates students can get further in- liott, Weston Burquest. and l.eoi
Blackman.
Those
helping
with
tin
formation about any of these projects 'by writing the American lunches were Barbara Schlock
Friends Service Committee, 1374 Doris Hardy, Thelma Hardy. Ann.
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge Elliott, Christina Macgregor. and
Phoebe Jones.
38, Massachusetts.
IN COOL . . . AIR CONDITIONED
1
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Poise On Pen
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Sampsonville News

Dance Club Reviews
Plans At Union Party

•

"- "

Devotional Fellowship
Meets At Holt Home

-•■'.■.,

bu|!l

i fa^ri

Friends Offer Seniors
Work Camp Service

Bridgton Outing
Is First Ski Trip

PALA_JR_00A
STECKINO~HOTEL

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

J. C. Higgins Skates

j Fountain Specials ...

NZAGA and Colleges

PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS

SKATES
SHARPENED

EAT AT

HOCKEY, FIGURE SKATES
Hockey Sticks
Skis and Bindings
Toboggins

FRANGEDAKIS'
MODERN

Lewiston, Maine

162 Lisbon Street

the country CHESTERFIELD is

Tel. 2-6422

WOODWORTH'S

RESTAURANT

WARDS

26 Main St .
Lewiston
Dial 2-9831

LEWISTON TRUST CO.
LEWISTON - MAINE

.«*

BING CROSBY

M*o

SB*
bxfp
/

V

VATUR^

■J-

We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students

Isn't this what you've
been searching for in
a bra? Graceful uplift, styling for sure
separation, high proud
bosom loolc and a fit
as right as your ring.
Double stitched adjustable straps and closings.

EVENING SNACK

Ray's I.G.A. Store
Three minutes from Campus

for

95 ELM ST.

FINE FOOD

7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
177 Main St.

Lewiston

♦*'

m tnis L^lro wwa...

AT THE SIGN OF
THE LOBSTER

Famous Gonzaga alumnus, says:

aau ana uoana
cLook qau

For That . . .

PLAZA GRILL

the largest-selling cigarette.

SQ§

\A/AI=^D

■COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE'

and Universities throughout

NICHOLS TEA ROOM

Phone 2-5612

"Smoke MY cigarette.
MILDER Chesterfields."
STARRING IN
II

RIDING HIGH"

A FRANK CAPRA PRODUCTION
RELEASED THROUGH
PARAMOUNT PICTURES

ADMINISTRATION SUIIDINO
GONZAGA UNIV.

PP"

Fine broadcloth. Nude
or white—sires 32 to
36. A cup, 32 to 38.
B—32 to 40. C.

One Stop
COMPLETE "BACHELOR SERVICE'
. . . to . . .

$1.98

COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

HESTERFIELD

Take Your
CLEANING and LAUNDERING
To Our Main St Store

Convenient To The Campus

Satin or nylon taffeta.
$2.50

Others at $1.50 to $2.98

•BY RECENT NATIONAL SURVEY

f/MAM£fi/CAS coaeefs
wmtms TOP M£Af/# spoors
*rmmemummm STAAS

H.ar CHESTERFIELDS
Great New BING CROSBY
SHOW Every Wednesday
ever the entire CBS Network-9,30 P.M- E.S.T.
8l30P.M.C.S.T.-7:30P>
M.S.T.-6:30 P.MLPJ1T^

